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Introduction

• BOEM Marine Minerals Program (MMP)
• MMS La SMWG à BOEM/GOMA Gulf of
Mexico Offshore Sand Management
Working Group
• Overview
• History of SMWG
• Impact of SMWG
• BOEM MMP Status

SMWG History 2003-2007
• Bureau Priorities: no dedicated GOM staff; no dedicated funding
• Partnering: Stakeholder engagement poor in most areas
(SMWG good start); coordination with other agencies lacking
• Stewardship of Mineral Resources: Inventory of sand
resources identified as primary need (did have strong but
minimally funded co-op program)
• Managing Multiple Uses: Surface mineral access not
considered when siting petroleum infrastructure, especially
approving pipeline abandonment
• Project Management, Planning, and Outreach: Time required
to get an agreement uncertain; requirements uncertain and
inconsistent
• Science-Informed Decisions: Applied research to inform
decision making advanced significantly during this time period

SMWG History 2009
• Bureau Priorities: Improving? 1 dedicated staff in Gulf Region;
no dedicated funding; increased awareness of issues
• Partnering: Stakeholder engagement poor; coordination with
other agencies lacking; restoration project construction timelines
impacted
• Stewardship of Mineral Resources: Some accomplishments,
(geological and geophysical data collected/analyzed) through coops; focused on near term use needs not regional resource
management
• Managing Multiple Uses: Significant OCS Sediment Resources
policy developed and Notice to Lessees (oil and gas) issued to
inform stakeholders
• Project Management, Planning, and Outreach: Time required to
get an agreement too long; NEPA and other compliance
requirements not coordinated with other agencies

Impact of SMWG
Where we stand today:

Bureau Priorities: Support for the program at the highest
levels in BOEM and DOI
• Dedicated funding
• 4 passionate and full-time dedicated staff in GOM (13
program-wide)
• Encouraging and fostering partnerships outside of Bureau
• Supporting (funding) MMP-specific science to inform
decisions

Bureau Support for MMP

Impact of SMWG
Where we stand today:

Partnering: Key to recent program success
• Project Partnering: remove “stovepipe”
• USACE Regulatory for most projects: identify agency roles and
responsibilities from start; no duplication of effort
• BOEM engaged at planning stage instead of “permitting” stage
• BOEM involved in borrow area alternative screening: improve
planning confidence (identify building material)
• Program Partnering :
• Regional groups (GOMA)
• Science efforts (USACE; Navy; USGS; States)
• Monitoring efforts
• Programmatic consultations (protected species, etc.)

Impact of SMWG
Where we stand today:
Managing OCS Mineral Resources: Can’t manage the resource
and be effective partners in Gulf restoration if we don’t know
what we have
• Marine Minerals Program geospatial database
• Gulf-wide offshore sediment inventory initiative
• Understanding recent geology/evolution of shelf key
• Existing data provides framework in GIS
• Programmatic approach to collect, process, analyze and
interpret new data
• Uniform methods, various interpretation considered, standard
formats

Impact of SMWG
Where we stand today:
Managing Multiple Uses: Shelf sediment resources need to be
available for use
• IMPLEMENTING Significant OCS Sediment Resources policy
• Large component of Gulf MMP workload
• Coordination with petroleum industry stakeholders and Bureau of
Safety and Environmental Enforcement
• Coordination with States for identification of “Significant”
resources and during CZMA reviews
• For efficient conflict management reliable geologic/geophysical
data are key (science-informed decisions)

Impact of SMWG
Where we stand today:
Project Management, Planning, and Outreach: Goes back to
partnering
• Beyond SMWG, continued dialog with potential stakeholders
(project managers, planners, scientific experts, etc.)
• All projects different: case-by-case approach instead of one-size
fits all guidelines
• Provide scientific and technical support beyond the borrow area
• BOEM comes on early as part of the design or planning team
• All agencies coordinating early on environmental/safety
requirements met for agencies
• Issues identified early on
• Design to construction was 8-10 yrs, now less than 3
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Raccoon	
  Island,	
  LA	
  (CWPPRA)	
  

NRCS	
  

1.2	
  million	
  

Complete	
  3/13	
  

Pelican	
  Island,	
  LA	
  (CWPPRA)	
  

NOAA-‐NMFS	
  

5.5	
  million	
  

Complete	
  2/13	
  

Cameron	
  Parish	
  Shoreline,	
  LA	
  
(State)	
  

LA	
  CPRA	
  

5	
  million	
  

Complete	
  3/14	
  

Caminada	
  Headland	
  Increment	
  1,	
  LA	
   LA	
  CPRA	
  
(CIAP)	
  

5.2	
  million	
  

Complete	
  12/14	
  

Caminada	
  Headland	
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  LA	
   LA	
  CPRA	
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5/15	
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  LA	
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  CPRA	
  

13.4	
  million	
  

Lease	
  Signed	
  6/15	
  

N.	
  Breton	
  Is.,	
  LA	
  (NRDA)	
  

FWS	
  

1-‐6	
  million	
  

Planning	
  

E.	
  Timbalier	
  Is.,	
  LA	
  (NFWF)	
  

LA	
  CPRA	
  

6-‐10	
  million	
  	
  

Planning	
  

Impact of SMWG
Where we stand today:
Science-Informed Decision Making: Problems never encountered
before arise working in a new environment with different agency/
resource concerns.
• Often existing science not adequate to inform decisions à overly
conservative or impractical mitigations, project designs, etc.
• Focused applied science develops tools needed to move forward
with confidence
• Marine Minerals Program Science Exchange Meeting: December
2, 2015 New Orleans

Significance and Impact of SMWG
Example problems/science applied:
•

Buried channel sands require deeper pits – understanding
evolution of pits important to determine setback from
pipelines and sensitive seafloor habitat. Recovery
important for water quality/fish habitat (EFH)

•

Shoal response to dredging – questions about habitat
function of shoals. Linking process geomorphology to
habitat

•

Turtle tagging w USGS – more turtles than expected
during relocation trawling, using opportunity of relocation
trawling to access turtles for telemetry/tagging; inform
future NMFS decisions

Conclusions and Long Term Strategy
•

Build on program success – partnering
focus

•

Engaged in regional Gulf restoration
planning efforts

•

Improving stewardship capabilities à
Gulf-wide offshore sediment inventory

Gulf-Wide Offshore Sediment Inventory
• Update from Gulf States offshore sediment
management efforts
• Discussion on how we (states, BOEM, USGS,
USACE, etc.) move forward toward a Gulf-wide
inventory
• Understanding shelf geologic evolution important
to locating discrete sand bodies (not just “low
hanging fruit” bathymetric highs)
• Beyond the project scale, long term management
as stewards of OCS mineral resources (managing
use conflicts, decrease restoration planning
uncertainty, etc.)

